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PIANO SOLO 2/6 NETT
ORCHESTRA 1/6 NETT
SEPTETT 1/- NETT
MILITARY 3/- 1/2 SIZE
BRASS 1/6 NETT
EXTRA PARTS 1/3 NETT.
SPECIAL
WALTZ and WALTZ-REFRAIN SONG.

"DO YOU KNOW THIS WONDERFUL WALTZ REFRAIN?"
This is what is being asked in America about "CORA," and the praise, so characteristically terse, is fully justified by the wide reputation and popularity this entrancing melody has attained, and the great pleasure it has given to so many people, both as a song and waltz.

THE GREAT WALTZ OF THE SEASON
CORA.

WALTZ.  
CON FEDALE

"A splendid Dancing Waltz or Piano Solo." North Western Press.
Piano Solo 3½ net, Full Orchestra 2½ net, Septet 1½ net, Extra parts 4½ each.

WALTZ-REFRAIN SONG
CORA.

SONG.  

There's a garden that slopes to the sea,  Where the roses bloom early and late,  But the fairest of all, in a little blue shawl, Keeps her watch beside the gate. Though the

Words by ELLEN TAYLOR—The refrain is the melody of the Waltz.
In Keys Eb, C (compass C to D), D and Eb.
Song 3½ net, Orchl accomp. in Keys C & Eb, Cornet Solo and Orch. in Eb, each 2½ net.
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THE POSTMAN'S BIRTHDAY.
ONE OR TWO STEP.

MONTAGUE EWING.

Introduction.

PIANO.

DANCE.

Postman knock

Copyright MCMLXIV by Phillips & Page.
(Sing) His mates hail his birth in their holiday mirth and drink "happy returns of the day"

when his mates hail his birth in their holiday mirth and drink "happy returns of the day"
LATEST AND POPULAR DANCE MUSIC.

CORA WALTZ.  

GRETCHEN.  

DUTCH WALTZ.  

WATER-SHADOWS WALTZ.  

COME TO THE COOK-HOUSE DOOR.  

PATROL, ONE STEP or TWO STEP.  

THE POLICEMAN'S HOLIDAY.  

ONE OR TWO-STEP.  

LOOK DOWN, DEAR EYES, VALSE.  

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.

Piano Solo 2/- nett, Septett 1/- nett, Full Orchestra 1/6 nett.
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